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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STAR 109 (CPSES), UN'T 2
DOCKET N0. 50 446
FEEDWATER ISOLATION VALVE IMPACT TESTIh3
SDAR CP-90-01: FINAL REPORT

Ref: TV Electric Letter TXX-90068 from Mr. William J. Cahill, Jr. to
NRC, dated February 7, 1990

Gentlemen:

Tha referenced letter reported a deficiency involving unverified aseumptions
utilized in a fracture mechanics analysis performed to demonstrate .ne
acceptability of ferritic pressure-retaining components of the Feedwater
isolation Valves (FWIV's), To confirm the fracturn toughness assumption,
samples were taken from the body, neck and bcnnet of a Unit 2 FWIV
manufactured from the same heat numbers as the Unit 1 valve components.
Testing of these samples confirmed that the material toughness values
utilized in the analysis were conservative. The investigation and testing
for this deficiency are documented in Engineering Report ER-0BE-HE-045.

Unit 2 valve 2FW-0083 was selected to provide mater.a1 samples during Unit.1
testing because it has the same neck ind bonnet material heat codes as all
four Unit 1 valves and the same body material heat code as three of the four
Unit 1 valves. In addition, a small sample was removed from the body of Unit
1 FWIV 1FW-0077 which has a unique material heat code.

As a result of the above testing, a conservat:ye lower service temperature of
900 F (when exceeding 675 psig) for the FWIV Dody and neck was established.
For consistency with the valve body and neck, the 675 psig limit at
temperatures below 900 F is also observed for the bonnet.

Additional actions for Unit I consisted of implementing a design modification
to maintair, the FWIV temperature above 900 F using heat tracing,
incorporating ti.3 pressure and temperature limitations in the Technical
Requirements Manual, Revision 2 and reviship operating procedures to assure
compliance with the pressure and temperature limitations.
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Unit 2 Corrective Action

The modification and administrative. actions similar to those implemented on
Unit I will be implemented for Unit 2 assuming that _the materials testing.

| demonstrates the applicability of ER-DBE ME-045 to materials which were1not
| tested during preparation of the report for Unit l'. Chemical analysis,
'

hardness testing, and microstructural evaluation will be performed on
samples. emoved from the body of 2FW 0077 and .the neck of one of two valves-
(2FW L D or 2FW 0071) with a common tent number. ER-DBE ME*045 will be
revised to include the test results for Unit 2.

The eight original Unit 1 and Unit 2 valve bonnets share the same heat code
and therefore had the same metalurgical processird history. The results-of |

the volumetric examination-performed on-the Unit I bonnets to provide . ,

additinnal confidence in the flow size assumptions are. applicable to the
three remaining. useable Unit 2 bonnets. 'No further action is planned for
tnese three bonnets,

,

if the results of the materials testing indicate that the-conclusionsLof ER- 1

DBE-ME-045 are not applicable to the Unit 2 FWIVs. a supplemental SDAR. report
will be issueu describing the results of the testing and-any actions .

necessary to establish the acceptability of the Unit 2 FWIV's.

Non destructive examination (NDE) of the valve to pipe welds and the body to-
neck welds will be performed during pre service inspecticn. and at the . . i

intervals required by the Inservice Inspection' Program and the Augmented
'
;

Inspection Program, to the same o,., tent as for the Unit 1 PWIV's. These'
programs assure that the welds are currenty' brceptable .and assure that
corrective acticn is initiated should unaccepNble defects' be discovered
during subsequent inspections, As indicated in ER-DBE-ME 045, the; extent ofo
the NDE conforms to or exceeds ASME Section XI Code requirements.

The bonnet for 2FW 0083 became unuseable during testing to confirm Unit 1
valve adequacy. Therefore, a new bonnet with material which meets ASME r

Section 111. NC-2300 req'iirements for impact testing will be installed. The !

valve body and neck of 2FW 0083 will be evaleated -and, if'necessary,:will
undergo weld repair a.t the sample removal-sites followed:by-NDE ond

- hydrostatic-testing.
'

These actions will be complet'edsprior to steam generator secondary: side-
hydrostatic testing.

i

Sincerely.. '

M
W111saa J. Cahill, Jr.-. '

HCP/bm

,
c- R. D. Martin, Region IV

| Residerit' Inspectors. CPSES' (3)
| Mr. 'Hel Fields, NRR.
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